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The electronic structure and related properties of perovskites ABO3 are strongly affected by even small
modifications in their crystalline structure. In the case of BiFeO3, variations in the octahedral rotations and
ionic displacements lead to significant changes in the band gap. This effect can possibly explain the wide
range of values (2.5–3.1 eV) reported in the literature, obtained from samples of varied structural qualities,
including polycrystalline films, epitaxial films grown by pulsed-laser deposition and molecular beam epitaxy,
nanowires, nanotubes, and bulk single crystals. Using hybrid density-functional calculations, we investigate the
dependence of the electronic structure on the crystal lattice distortions of the ferroelectric-antiferromagnetic
BiFeO3, disentangling the effects of the ferroelectric ionic displacements and the antiferrodistortive octahedral
rotations on the band gap and the band-edge positions. The band gap is shown to vary from 3.39 eV for the
rhombohedral ground-state (R3c) structure down to 1.58 eV for the perfect cubic (Pm3m) structure, with changes
in the conduction band being much more prominent than in the valence band. The gap varies linearly with the
ferroelectric ionic displacements, but nonlinearly with the octahedral rotations around the pseudocubic [111]c

axis, and this is explained in terms of the different interactions between Bi 6s, 6p, Fe 3d , and O 2p bands. We
argue that such large variation of the band gap with structural changes may well explain the large scattering
of the reported values, especially if significant deviations from the equilibrium crystal structure are found near
domain boundaries, extended defects, or grain boundaries in polycrystalline films.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multiferroics are materials that combine magnetism and
ferroelectricity; they are potentially important for memory
and other electronic devices due to the possibility of cou-
pled control of magnetic and ferroelectric ordering through
the magnetoelectric effect [1]. BiFeO3 is one of the rare
examples of multiferroic materials, being ferroelectric and an-
tiferromagnetic [2,3]. At room temperature, the ground-state
rhombohedral crystal structure of BiFeO3, R3c space group,
has been described as a combination of (i) antiferrodistortive
counter-rotations of the FeO6 octahedra around the body diag-
onal of the five-atom primitive cubic cell (pseudocubic [111]c
axis) and (ii) displacement of Fe and O atoms along the
same pseudocubic [111]c axis [2,4], as shown in Fig. 1(a).
BiFeO3 displays a G-type antiferromagnetic ordering with
cycloid spiral canting of the magnetic moment over 620 Å
[5] and a Néel temperature of 623 K; it becomes paraelectric,
with rhombohedral R3c structure [Fig. 1(b)], at a much higher
Curie temperature of about 1100 K, and transforms to cubic
structure, Pm3m space group [Fig. 1(c)], at 1200 K [6–8].

Varying ferroelectric and magnetic properties along with
other crystal structures have also been reported in the lit-
erature on BiFeO3. Early work showed the presence of
weak ferroelectric polarization in single crystals with the
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rhombohedral R3c structure [9]. Later, strong ferroelectric
polarization was reported in epitaxially grown thin films
with monoclinic structures [10,11]. More recently, thin films
of tetragonal symmetry were reported to exhibit nanoscale
switching, yet again indicating strong ferroelectric properties
albeit in a different symmetry [12]. In other reports on crystals
of BiFeO3 with R3c structure, epitaxial strain has been shown
to have little effect on polarization strength [13,14]. Reports
on the effects of the different crystal structures and strain
conditions on the electronic structure have been scarce [15].

The band gap of BiFeO3 has been determined by several
experimental groups, yet its value remains a subject of debate,
varying over a wide range from 2.5 to 3.1 eV. Thin films
of rhombohedral BiFeO3 grown by molecular beam epitaxy
were shown to exhibit a band gap of 2.74 eV [16], while films
grown by pulsed laser deposition [17–19] have shown band
gaps in the range of 2.67 eV to 2.82 eV. BiFeO3 bulk crystals
on the other hand, exhibit a band gap of 2.5 eV according to
one report [6] and 3.1 eV per another [20].

Predictions of the band gap of BiFeO3 based on first-
principles calculations have also shown large variation,
depending on the details of the method employed. Using spin
density functional theory (DFT) within the local density ap-
proximation with an additional electron-electron interaction U
for the Fe d orbitals (LSDA+U , U = 4 eV), Neaton et al. [4]
predicted a band gap of 1.9 eV for R3c BiFeO3. Later, Clark
and Robertson [21] obtained a band gap of 2.8 eV using the
screened exchange (sX) functional and suggested that a simi-
lar value could be obtained using U = 5-6 eV in the DFT+U
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FIG. 1. Ball and stick model representing the unit cell, lattice
parameters (a and α) along with Fe–O–Fe angle (δ) and O–Fe Fe–O
dihedral angle (θ ) for the three phases of BiFeO3: (a) ground-state
rhombohedral R3c, (b) paraelectric rhomboheral R3c, and (c) perfect
cubic Pm3m. The 12 nearest-neighbor O atoms to each Bi are shown
in (d) for the R3c, R3c, and Pm3m phases.

approach. More recently, a band gap of 2.58 eV was reported
using DFT+U , with U= 5 eV [22]. Using the screened hybrid
functional HSE06, with 25% Hartree-Fock mixing, Stroppa
and Picozzi [23] predicted a band gap of 3.4 eV for R3c
BiFeO3. Quasiparticle G0W0 calculations based on the wave
functions from HSE06 predicted a band gap of 3.8 eV, while
including vertex corrections led to a gap of 3.3 eV. These later
results (HSE06 and G0W0 with vertex corrections) are in rea-
sonably good agreement with the experimental value of 3.1 eV
based on absorption and photoluminescence spectra of single
crystals [20], and raise the question of whether the much
lower values from other previous experiments are related to
defects or to deviations in the crystal structure (i.e., octahedral
rotations and/or ionic displacements) due to different strain
conditions found in thin films and nanostructures. Thus, a
systematic study of the relationship between the details of the
crystal structure and band gap of BiFeO3 might shed light on
the wide range of reported values.

In this paper, we present a detailed first-principles study
of the relationship between the crystal structure and elec-
tronic properties of BiFeO3, untangling the effects of FeO6
octahedral rotations and the Fe/O ionic displacements on the
band gap and band-edge positions. We track the evolution of
the electronic structure, starting from the ground-state R3c
phase, by first reversing the Fe/O ionic displacements from
the ferroelectric R3c to the paraelectric R3c phase, and then
reversing the FeO6 octahedral rotation from the paraelectric
R3c to the perfect cubic phase of BiFeO3, Pm3m space group.
We discuss the effects of these structural transformations on
the electronic structure, including the low-lying Bi 6s bands,
the empty Bi 6p bands, the spin-split Fe 3d bands, the band
gap, and the positions of the valence-band maximum (VBM)
and conduction-band minimum (CBM).

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The calculations are based on spin-polarized DFT [24,25]
and the screened hybrid functional of Heyd, Scuseria, and
Enzerhof with 25% Hartree Fock mixing (HSE06) [26,27] as
implemented in the VASP code [28,29]. Projector augmented
wave potentials are used to describe the interaction between
the valence electrons and the ionic cores [30]. An energy
cutoff of 600 eV is used for the plane wave basis set, and
forces on each atom are minimized until they are less than
0.01 eV/Å. All the calculations were performed using rhom-
bohedral unit cells containing two formula units, as shown in
Fig. 1, so we can easily compare the transformations between
the R3c, R3c, and perfect cubic Pm3m phase of BiFeO3. A
4×4×4 mesh of special k-points was employed for the inte-
grations over the Brillouin zone. Density of states calculations
were performed using a finer 12×12×12 $-centered k-point
mesh.

Intermediate structures between the ferroelectric ground-
state R3c and the paraelectric R3c phase, and between R3c
and the Pm3m phase were generated by a simple interpolation
between the two end structures, for which we determined
band gaps and band-edge positions. In these calculations, we
constrained the volumes of the R3c and Pm3m structures to
be the same as that of the R3c structure. In this way, we can
directly compare the band-edge positions of the intermediate
and endpoint configurations, since they have the same average
electrostatic (Hartree) potential and, therefore, the same refer-
ence for the single-particle energy eigenvalues. We also kept
the antiferromagnetic ordering in all calculations, allowing us
to focus on the effects of structural variations on the electronic
structure.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structural parameters of BiFeO3

The calculated equilibrium structural parameters of
BiFeO3 in the ground-state antiferromagnetic ferroelectric
R3c phase are listed in Table I. The lattice parameters a of
5.641 Å and angle α of 59.11◦ between the lattice vectors are
in good agreement with the experimental values of 5.634 Å
and 59.35◦ [31]. Each Fe atom is bonded to six oxygen atoms,
forming FeO6 octahedra that are distorted (i.e., deviate from
perfect octahedra) due to Fe/O ferroelectric displacements,
resulting in two sets of Fe–O distances, and Fe–O–Fe angle
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TABLE I. Lattice parameters, atomic positions, lattice distortion
angles, and band gap (Eg) of BiFeO3 as reported experimentally for
R3c phase [31] and obtained by HSE06 calculations, along with those
of R3c and Pm3m phase structures modeled for this study.

Material/ R3c R3c R3c Pm3m
property Exp.

a (Å) 5.634 5.641 5.641 5.603
α (o) 59.35 59.11 59.11 60
V (Å3) 124.60 124.39 124.39 124.39

xFe 0.221 0.220 0.250 0.250
xO 0.443 0.433 0.500 0.500
yO 0.019 0.027 0.064 0.000
zO 0.952 0.892 0.936 0.000

δ (◦) 154.1 153.6 159.6 180
Eg (eV) 2.5–3.10 3.39 2.82 1.58

δ = 153.6◦ connecting two octahedra (in the perfect cubic
Pm3m phase, δ = 180◦). The two octahedra in the rhombo-
hedral unit cell are counter rotated around the pseudocubic
[111]c axis, with a dihedral O–Fe Fe–O angle θ of 25.02◦. The
calculated equilibrium volume of 124.39 Å3 for the ten-atom
unit cell is only slightly lower than the value of 124.60 Å3

obtained from the experimental values for lattice parameters
a and α.

The Pm3m structure is an ideal perovskite where the
Fe atom is at fractional coordinates (0.25,0.25,0.25) and
(0.75,0.75,0.75). The FeO6 octahedra align atop each other
along the pseudocubic [111]c axis (see Fig. 1) and are highly
symmetric with equal Fe–O bond lengths and O–Fe–O angle
of 180◦. The R3c phase is characterized by counter rotations
of the two FeO6 octahedra around the [111]c axis, without dis-
placing the Fe atoms. Such rotation leads to a nonzero dihedral
angle O–Fe Fe–O (of 25.02◦ in our case) and a reduction of
the Pm3m symmetry.

The arrangement of O atoms around the Bi atoms, shown
in Fig. 1(d), is of great importance to the discussion of the
electronic structure of BiFeO3, as will be demonstrated in later
sections of the paper. In the perfect cubic Pm3m phase, each
Bi has 12 nearest-neighbor O atoms, forming a cuboctahe-
dron, with six O atoms in the plane perpendicular to [111]c,
forming a hexagon with Bi at the center, and three atoms in
the plane below and three atoms in the plane above, forming
the triangular base of the cuboctahedron. In this case, the
Bi–O distances are all equal to 2.802 Å. In the R3c phase,
where only octahedral rotations are considered, the hexagon is
distorted, maintaining equal sides (same O–O distances) and
Bi is at the center of mass, with three shorter Bi–O distances
of 2.426 Å and three longer Bi–O distances of 3.140 Å. The
distances between the Bi and O atoms located in the planes
above and below are all equal to 2.843 Å. In the ground-state
R3c phase, the O/Fe atoms are displaced such that the Bi atom
gets displaced out of the distorted hexagonal plane, and the
distances between the Bi and the O atoms located in the plane
above become 2.262 Å, and in the plane below become 3.469
Å. In the distorted hexagon, we find three shorter Bi–O dis-
tances of 2.505 Å and three longer Bi–O distances of 3.233 Å.
Considering the Bi–O bond distances in the various phases of

Bi2O3, from 2.1 Å to 2.6 Å [32], we find that in R3c-BiFeO3,
the Bi strongly interacts with six O atoms (three at 2.262 Å
and three at 2.505 Å). In the R3c phase, Bi strongly interacts
with only three in-plane O atoms at 2.426 Å. In the Pm3m
phase, the Bi atom only weakly interacts with the 12 O atoms
at 2.802 Å.

The transformation of R3c-BiFeO3 into the R3c and Pm3m
phases, in practice, is accompanied by changes in volume [7].
However, we model the R3c and Pm3m unit cells maintaining
the same volume (and number of formula units) as that of the
optimized R3c unit cell, and keeping the antiferromagnetic
ordering in all the calculations, as discussed above. Doing so
enables us to eliminate the effects of volume change and mag-
netic ordering, and focus on the antiferrodistortive rotation
and ferroelectric displacement alone. For completeness, we
also calculated BiFeO3 in the relaxed R3c and Pm3m phases
for comparison. We find that the ground state R3c phase is
lower in energy by 0.614 eV/f.u. than the R3c phase, and by
1.298 eV/f.u. than the Pm3m phase. We also find that volume
slightly contracts as we go from the R3c to the relaxed R3c and
Pm3m phases, in agreement with previous calculations [7].
The calculated band gaps of relaxed R3c and Pm3m slightly
change compared to the respective phases constrained to the
equilibrium volume of the R3c phase, by less than 0.05 eV,
indicating that the volume effect in our analysis can indeed
be neglected. Note that previous calculations [13] have shown
that the effect of strain on the spontaneous ferroelectric polar-
ization in R3c BiFeO3 thin films is also negligible, indicating
weak coupling between volume changes and ferroelectric
polarization.

B. Electronic band structure and magnetic ordering of BiFeO3

The electronic band structure of BiFeO3 in the R3c, R3c,
and Pm3m phases, are shown in Fig. 2, plotted along a k-path
defined in the Brillouin zone of the 10-atom rhombohedral
unit cell. Note that only the antiferromagnetic ordering has
been considered here. First, for the ground-state R3c BiFeO3,
we predict a direct band gap of 3.39 eV (with both VBM and
CBM at the Z point) which is close to values of 3.05–3.10 eV
reported by Moubah et al. based on absorption and photolu-
minescence spectra of high-quality bulk single R3c BiFeO3
crystals [20]. Our results are also in agreement with previous
calculations using HSE06 and G0W0 with vertex corrections
[23]. For the R3c phase, we find a direct band gap of 2.82 eV,
also at Z, but lower than that of the R3c phase. Others have
also reported that the band gap of the R3c is lower than that of
the R3c phase [7]. Finally, for the Pm3m phase, we obtain an
indirect gap of 1.58 eV, with the VBM at Z and CBM at F in
the Brillouin zone of the rhombohedral unit cell. The magnetic
moments on the two Fe atoms remain basically unchanged
(yet opposite in sign) through the structural transformation,
being 4.12 µB for the R3c, 4.13 µB for the R3c, and 4.12 µB
for the Pm3m phase. These values are obtained by projecting
the occupied bands on spherical harmonics inside a sphere of
radius 1.302 Å around each Fe atom. Thus, our results indicate
a high-spin configuration for the Fe atoms (d5) for the three
phases.

Previously, the Pm3m phase has been reported at high tem-
peratures, between 920◦C and 933◦C [6,8], and reported to be
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FIG. 2. Band structure and total density of states (DOS, in units
of states per unit cell per eV) along with its projection on Bi 6s, Bi
6p, Fe 3d , and O 2p orbitals for (a) R3c, (b) R3c, and (c) Pm3m phase
BiFeO3. The VBM of R3c and Pm3m phases are higher than that of
the ground-state R3c phase, used as reference and indicated by the
dashed line in each plot. The arrows indicate the fundamental band
gap. The VBM of the R3c and Pm3m phases are 0.14 and 0.46 eV
higher than that of the R3c phase. The location of the Fe 3d t2g and
eg bands are also indicated, identified as described in the text.

metallic. However, this occurs at temperatures where BiFeO3
is nonmagnetic. In fact, nonmagnetic calculations of Pm3m
BiFeO3 do give a zero gap, metallic solution. In contrast, we

find that Pm3m BiFeO3 with antiferromagetic ordering has a
band gap of 1.58 eV.

From the orbital-resolved density of states (DOS), also
shown in Fig. 2, we note some important characteristics and
differences between the three phases. First, and most notable,
the CBM has a sizable contribution from Bi 6p in the R3c
phase, and this contribution becomes predominant in the R3c
and Pm3m phases. Second, the occupied Fe 3d bands are
located well below the VBM, between −6 eV and −7 eV, yet
contributions from Fe 3d are also found through the upper
part of the valence band due to the interaction with the O 2p
bands. This, in particular, is in good agreement with soft x-ray
emission spectroscopy measurements of Higuchi et al. [33].
Third, the unoccupied Fe 3d bands greatly contribute to the
CBM in the R3c phase and are slightly higher than the CBM in
the R3c and Pm3m phases. The three t2g and two eg bands are
identified by inspecting the partial charge density at $ of each
occupied band. The t2g bands have lobes pointing to directions
between the Fe–O bonds, forming π bonds, whereas the eg
bands have lobes pointing along the Fe–O bonds, forming
stronger direct covalent bonds. Their location with respect to
the band edges is indicated in the DOS plots of Fig. 2 and
schematically represented in Fig. 3(a), where the contributions
from each Fe to each spin channel are indicated. Finally, the
Bi 6s bands are located at ∼ −10 eV below the VBM.

The bands near the VBM are composed of O 2p, Bi 6s, Fe
3d , and Bi 6p (in decreasing order) in the R3c phase; of O
2p, Fe 3d , and Bi 6s in R3c; and of O 2p and Fe 3d in the
Pm3m phase. The most relevant interactions that impact the
CBM, VBM, and thus the gap, are illustrated in Fig. 3. As
seen in the DOS plots, the Fe 3d bands become wider, going
from R3c to R3c, as the octahedra become regular (equal
Fe–O bond length), and from R3c to Pm3m, as the Fe–O–Fe
form 180◦ angles with increased Fe 3d and O 2p orbital
overlap.

In the R3c phase, the bands near the VBM and CBM are
quite narrow. The bands near the VBM become broader in the
R3c phase, with increased interaction with the Fe 3d , pushing
the VBM upward by 0.14 eV. The CBM moves downward
by 0.43 eV from the R3c to the R3c phase. The largest con-
tribution being from the Bi 6p, the bands near the CBM in
the R3c are much more dispersed with significant increase
in width. This is attributed to a decrease in the interaction
between the Bi 6p and O 2p bands, lowering the former, due
to the O atoms being more symmetrically distributed around
the Bi atoms and with larger Bi–O distances in the R3c phase
than in R3c. This effect also causes a decrease of the Bi 6s
contribution to the VBM, reducing the band width of the Bi
6s bands near −10 eV.

Finally, in the Pm3m phase, the VBM is pushed up by
0.32 eV (with respect to that in R3c), largely due to the
increased Fe 3d and O 2p overlap in the Pm3m structure,
leading to a significant increase in the dispersion of bands
near the VBM. The CBM is pushed down by 0.92 eV due to a
decrease in the interaction between the Bi 6p and O 2p bands,
as the three shorter Bi–O distances of 2.426 Å in the R3c
increase and all the Bi–O distances become equal to 2.802 Å
in the Pm3m phase.

Note that the Bi 6s contribution to the top of the valence
band decreases going from the R3c to R3c and to the Pm3m
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FIG. 3. Orbital interactions that affect the band gap and position of the band edges VBM and CBM in R3c-BiFeO3. (a) Positions of the Fe
3d t2g and eg bands showing the contribution of the t2g bands to the CBM. The occupation shows the high-spin configuration of each of the Fe
atoms in the unit cell, and their contributions to the occupied and unoccupied 3d bands in each spin are specified. (b) Interaction between the
Bi 6p and O 2p that impacts the CBM. (c) Interaction between the unoccupied Fe 3d (t2g) and O 2p that pushes down the VBM. (d) Interaction
between the Bi 6s and O 2p that pushes up the VBM.

phase, accompanied by a decrease in bandwidth of the oc-
cupied lower lying Bi 6s band at −10 eV. It is interesting
to note that the width of the Bi 6s band decreases as the
symmetry of the lattice increases, an effect that at first seems
counterintuitive. However, it has to be noted that due to the
ionic displacements of the ferroelectric R3c phase, a subset
of the neighboring O atoms move closer to the Bi atoms,
while the other O atoms move away, increasing/decreasing
the overlap between Bi 6s and O 2p, resulting in one wider
and the other narrower band centered at −10 eV, as shown in
Fig. 2(a).

C. Effects of FeO6 octahedral rotations and Fe/O ionic
displacements on the band gap of BiFeO3

Here we determine how the band gap and band edges of
BiFeO3 vary as the structure transforms from R3c, to R3c,
and to Pm3m, disentangling the effects of ferroelectric ionic
displacements and octahedral rotations. Starting with the ten-
atom unit cell of the ferroelectric R3c phase, first we undo
the ferroelectric ionic displacements, bringing the distorted
FeO6 octahedra, with Fe-O distances of 1.95 Å (×3) and
2.12 (×3) Å to regular octahedra with equal Fe-O distances of
2.01 Å, keeping the antiferrodistosive rotation of the paraelec-
tric R3c phase. We generate four intermediate configurations
by averaging the atomic positions of the R3c and R3c phases,
keeping the lattice vectors and angle α unchanged. This en-
sures that the volume remains unchanged and that the average
electrostatic potential, which is used as a reference for the
single-particle energies, remains constant. The variation of
the band gap, VBM, and CBM are shown on the left side of
Fig. 4. The band gap decreases almost linearly from 3.39 eV to
2.82 eV, from R3c to R3c, as the Fe and O atoms are displaced
to their centrosymmetric positions in the regular FeO6 octa-
hedra. The largest change occurs at the CBM, which linearly
decreases by 0.43 eV, while the VBM linearly increases by
only 0.14 eV.

The linear change of the CBM with the ferroelectric ionic
displacements in BiFeO3 is attributed to the sole effect of
decreasing the Bi 6p and O 2p interaction [Fig. 3(b)], going

from the R3c with shortest Bi–O distances of 2.262 Å between
the Bi and the O atoms in the upper basal plane of the cuboc-
tahedron to 2.843 Åin the R3c phase [Fig. 1(d)]. The O 2p
bands that interact with the Bi 6p are located near the middle
of the valence band as seen from the projections of the Bi 6p
orbitals, and thus, do not affect the valence band. The VBM is
only slightly affected by the ionic displacements. We attribute
this to two competing effects: (i) the interaction between the
unoccupied Fe 3d t2g and O 2p [Fig. 3(c)], forming π bonds
that compose the VBM, broadening the bands and raising the
VBM as the Fe–O–Fe angle (δ in Table I) increases from
153.6◦ to 159.6◦; (ii) the repulsion between the low-lying Bi
6s band and the O 2p bands [Fig. 3(d)] that decreases from the
R3c to the R3c phase, decreasing the VBM. Both effects are
small (relatively small change in δ and large energy difference
between the Bi 6s and the O 2p near the VBM) yet the former
dominates, leading to a slight increase in the VBM.

FIG. 4. Variations in the band gap, valence-band maximum
(VBM), and conduction-band minimum (CBM) with respect to struc-
tural modifications in BiFeO3, going from the ground-state R3c, to
R3c, and to the Pm3m phase. The left side shows variation in gap,
VBM, and CBM when Fe and O ions are displaced, transforming
the ferroelectric R3c into the paraelectric R3c phase. The right side
shows variation in gap, VBM, and CBM when FeO6 octahedra are
rotated back to 0◦ O–Fe Fe–O angle through which the R3c phase is
transformed into the Pm3m phase. These structural transformations
are represented in the ball & stick models in the inset.
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From the R3c to Pm3m phase, we again generate four
intermediate configurations corresponding to 75, 50, 25, and
10% rotation of the FeO6 octahedra, where we interpolated
both atomic positions and lattice vectors, reaching a=5.603 Å
and α = 60◦. Here, the antiferrodistorsive rotation of the FeO6
octahedra in the R3c phase, characterized by a O–Fe Fe–O
dihedral angle θ=25.02◦, is undone, bringing θ to zero in the
Pm3m phase. The largest effect, again, is on the CBM, which
varies almost linearly, and we attribute it to the decreasing
repulsion between the Bi 6p and O 2p bands in the middle
of the valence band going from the R3c to the perfect cubic
Pm3m phase. The shortest Bi–O distances of 2.426 Å between
the Bi and three O in the plane of the distorted hexagon in
the R3c phase [Fig. 1(d)] increase, and all the Bi–O distances
become equal to 2.802 Å, forming a perfect cuboctahedron, in
the Pm3m phase.

The VBM, on the other hand, slowly increases, then
reaches a maximum shift of 0.51 eV for θ=6.4◦, and finally
decreases to 0.46 eV for θ , with respect to the VBM of the
original R3c structure. This behavior is also attributed to a
competition between the coupling of the unoccupied Fe 3d t2g
and O 2p and the repulsion of the Bi 6s and O 2p bands. The
coupling between the unoccupied Fe 3d t2g and O 2p has two
effects: it pushes the VBM down as the repulsion between
these two bands is stronger in the Pm3m phase in which
their overlap is maximized, widening the bonding/antibonding
distance of the π bonds; second, it pushes the VBM up by
the broadening of bands that compose it due to the increased
overlap between the Fe 3d t2g and O 2p orbitals as θ ap-
proaches zero and δ approaches 180◦, and this can be clearly
seen by comparing Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). Additionally, a third
effect, the repulsion between the Bi 6s and O 2p, pushes
the VBM down, going from R3c to Pm3m, as the shortest
Bi–O distances increase from 2.426 Å to being all equal to
2.802 Å in the Pm3m phase. These combined effects result
in a nonlinear variation of VBM and the band gap with the
octahedral rotation, starting from 2.82 eV (R3c) to 1.57 eV
for θ =∼ 6◦, and then slightly increases to 1.58 eV for θ = 0◦

due to the lowering of the VBM.
The discussion above regarding the role of the Bi 6p on

the CBM also leads us to address the nature of the Bi lone
pair in BiFeO3. It is often argued that the lone pair comes
from a coupling between the occupied low lying Bi 6s with
the O 2p making up the top of the valence band in the R3c
phase [34,35]. Such coupling would be the driving force for
the observed ferroelectric ordering as well. However, from
the discussion above and the results shown in Figs. 2 and 3,
it is clear that the coupling between the unoccupied Bi 6p
and the O 2p bands in the middle of the valence band are
much stronger, lifting the Bi 6p band by almost 1.4 eV as the
octahedral rotations and ionic displacements are combined to
give the structure of the R3c phase. In contrast, the coupling
between the Bi 6s with the O 2p bands barely changes the
center of gravity of the former despite a change in disper-
sion which is noticeable on comparing Figs. 2(a) and 2(c).

Therefore, we argue that the coupling between the unoccupied
6p with the O 2p is the dominant effect leading to the lone pair
in BiFeO3.

Considering these large variations of band gap with octa-
hedral rotations and ionic displacements, as shown in Fig. 4,
it is reasonable to state that the large scattering in the reported
values for the band gap of BiFeO3 may well be related to the
variations in strain conditions. In thin films and nanostruc-
tures, lower values for band gap are often observed, and in
single crystals where the lattice is fully relaxed and of high
structural quality, higher values are reported. We also note
that a correlation between octahedral rotation and band gap
in BiFeO3 has been reported in studies of the ferroelectric
domain walls, whose local structure is characterized by a
decrease in octahedral rotation, leading to decreased band gap
and increased conductivity [36].

IV. SUMMARY

We find a band gap of 3.39 eV for the ground-state
R3c BiFeO3, that is, higher than the often quoted values
in the literature (2.5–3.1 eV). It is, however, in reasonable
agreement with the value of 3.1 eV from photoluminescence
spectroscopy measurements on crystals of high structural
quality. Our calculations for the band gap as a function of
structural variations, from the ground-state R3c to the para-
electric R3c and to the perfect cubic perovskite structures
show large dependence on Fe/O ferroelectric displacements
and FeO6 octahedral rotations, with the largest effect being
on the conduction band. The CBM varies almost linearly with
the ferroelectric ionic displacements (from R3c to R3c) and
also with the octahedral rotations (from R3c to Pm3m) due to
the strong coupling between the empty Bi 6p and occupied O
2p bands. The VBM varies much slower, but nonlinearly, due
to competing effects of the coupling between the Fe 3d t2g
and O 2p and between the low-lying Bi 6s and O 2p. The
combination of these effects explains the linear variation of
the band gap with ionic displacements and nonlinear behavior
with the FeO6 octahedral rotations. These results suggest that
the wide range of reported band gaps of R3c BiFeO3 can be
attributed to small variations in the structure caused by strain,
extended defects or domain walls. The present paper points to
the need for further studies on single crystals of high structural
quality for precise determination of the structural, electronic,
and optical properties of this material.
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